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Learning Objectives
In this session you will:

1. Review the genesis of the 1.5 Sigma Shift in 
the context of the history of Six Sigma 

2. Unravel the mystery of the 1.5 Sigma Shift to 
understand the real reason why it is so hard 
to explain

3. Discuss if the shift really matters in the 
larger context of business process and 
performance improvement!



Six Sigma is…
1. A measurement of process capability, expressed as 

the number of standard deviations between the 
process mean and the customer’s specification, 
shifted to add 1.5 to the standard normal Z-score

2. A goal for performance that challenges the idea that 
99% is great, substituting a goal of 3.4 defects per 
million opportunities (DPMO) or 99.99966% yield

3. A management system that teaches a linear (DMAIC) 
approach to drive continuous process and quality 
improvement in order to approach the Six Sigma goal



The Sigma Shift Conundrum

Simplest case:
Calculate yield and/or defects per 
million opportunities (DPMO), and 
then look up or interpolate the 
Sigma value from a chart. 
(Pande, Neuman, and Cavanagh, 
The Six Sigma Way, McGraw Hill, 2000)

The conundrum…

A standard Sigma table from the 
typical Six Sigma training material set 
shows that for a defect proportion of 
0.015, s = 3.67

But from a standard Z table in 
statistics, a normal probability 
distribution of 0.015 returns Z = 2.17

The Sigma table is shifted up by 1.5

Why?



The Challenge of the 1.5 Shift
The 1.5 Sigma Shift has been vexing from the beginning…

“If you think this is enough to make your head swim, 
we’re right in the water with you. This so-called ‘1.5 
Sigma shift’ is one of the key bones of contention 
amongst the statistical experts about how Six Sigma 
measures are defined. The lucky thing is that when a 
convention is adopted and applied consistently, it’s still 
valid… the only challenge comes if you try to equate 
the accepted Six Sigma scoring system to strict 
standard deviations under a normal curve.”

Pande, Neuman, & Cavanagh, The Six Sigma Way, McGraw Hill, 2000; p. 229



Six Sigma is…

“The answer to our math problem is 
in our history books!”



The Concept In 1994, Mikel Harry 
illustrated the logic behind 
Motorola’s assumption of 
the 1.5 shift: processes 
measured in the longer 
term exhibited a loss in 
performance over time 
such that the long term 
sigma was about 1.5 Zs
(standard deviations from 
the mean) lower than the 
calculated short term 
sigma… ZST – ZLT = ZShift
And… ZST – ZShift = ZLT

http://www.mikeljharry.com/media/1994_02.pdf







So, a basic math question:

If A – B = C…

Does A = C + B ?



If A – B = C…
+B    +B

A  = C + B
Right?

Sure, algebraically…



Adding the Shift Isn’t Logical!

But, if sST – 1.5 = sLT

Does sST = sLT + 1.5 ?

No, no, no!*
* Remember: sLT is just hypothetical; you can only measure sST!





Authors Copied Harry’s Charts



“Nice suit, Mr. Emperor…”



A Technically Correct Sigma Table 
(If Anyone Cares…)



The Reality is… Shift Happens
“Six Sigma drove exceptional value not because 
of arcane mathematics such as the infamous 1.5 
Sigma Shift, but in spite of them. 

Proliferation of the DMAIC approach to process 
improvement made a huge contribution to 
business results across the whole world, in 
combination with other great concepts like Lean 
and Engaged Team Performance.”

Dodd Starbird, here, today



Take-aways
Through this session, you should have:

1. Reviewed the genesis of the 1.5 Sigma Shift 
in the context of the history of Six Sigma 

2. Unraveled the mystery of the 1.5 Sigma Shift 
to understood the real reason why it is so 
hard to explain

3. Discussed if the shift really matters in the 
larger context of business process and 
performance improvement!



Questions?
Dodd Starbird – Mobile: (303) 809-5054 – Email: dodd@imppart.com


